[Evaluation of age-related pupil constriction in pupil perimetry].
To investigate the possibility of assessing pupil perimetry by evaluating pupil constriction in association with age in healthy persons. A total of 90 healthy persons, aged 18 to 59 years, were enrolled in this study. The percentage of pupil constriction for each of the 76 points was evaluated, in addition to which pupil constriction for 4 specific areas within the total 76 points (center 16, middle 20, peripheral 24, and most peripheral 16) were also studied. Percentage of pupil constriction at each point was approximately 25%. Pupil miosis has hardly changed with age. There was, however, a steep decline in the percentage of pupil constriction from the center to the periphery of the pupil field. The current study demonstrates that standard values can be obtained using pupil perimetry. Additional studies are needed to evaluate the specificity and sensitivity of this technique.